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 avi and .vob files, Web streaming, streaming audio and streaming video. It is a comprehensive, easy-to-use, and cross-platform
multimedia platform, which is available under many different open source licenses. A typical installation consists of a media
player (which often is also a movie player), a MPEG decoder, and a MPEG encoder. Multimedia streaming is achieved by

reading the media file on demand. AVC supports hardware acceleration for MPEG-2 decoding, MPEG-4 video decoding and
WebM video decoding. An AVC wrapper is available in the form of the ffmpeg project. AVI supports hardware acceleration

for MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4 encoding. AVI is the audio video interleaving (AVI) standard which is a media container
for storing an audio and video stream. As of 2010, AVI is the most popular container for storing movies on the internet, due to

its small size, a limited set of file formats it supports, and the standardization efforts of the Free Standards Group. DVB (Digital
Video Broadcasting) contains a number of standards and extensions, including DVB-T (Terrestrial), DVB-S (Satellite), DVB-C

(Cable), DVB-S2 (Satellite 2), DVB-RCS (RCS), DVB-CMS (CMS), DVB-T2, DVB-NI (Network Interoperability), DVB-
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ISDB (ISO/IEC 11172), DVB-EPG (Electronic Program Guide), DVB-FEC (Forward Error Correction), DVB-DVB-S-MUX
(Multiplexer), and DVB-IPTV (Internet Protocol TV). H.264 is a video codec that was developed jointly by MPEG and ITU-T

Video Coding Experts Group. It is mainly used for WebM/VP9 videos and is included in Android for video playback. Ogg
(Open Game Engine) is a free and open source multimedia framework designed to achieve audio, video, 3D graphics and text,
plus user input. Ogg supports lossy and lossless media file types, and uses a modular system allowing extension to other media
types. On Android, using the three features of Android AudioTrack, Android SurfaceFlinger and MediaPlayer, developers are

able to play audio and/or video, with and without 3D graphics, in different formats 520fdb1ae7
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